MDHI: Our (Digital) Humanity

The Mellon Digital Humanities Initiative for Engaging Undergraduates with the Local Community, also referred to as MDHI, promotes the incorporation of digital technologies to foster meaningful interactions between Lehigh undergraduates and the surrounding community. Through a generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the MDHI focuses on strengthening partnerships between Lehigh and Bethlehem to develop collaborative approaches that document social change and spur meaningful inquiry within the community.

Our (Digital) Humanity: Storytelling, Media Organizing and Social Justice is the culminating conference of this 3-year grant. This innovative community conference locates the budding field of digital humanities at the intersection of public humanities, digital scholarship, oral history, "media organizing" & social justice.

Connect with Us

Website: http://wordpress.lehigh.edu/odh2018/
Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ODH2018/
Follow us on Twitter: @MDHI_Lehigh
Follow us on Instagram: @ODH_2018
#ODH2018

Thank You to our Co-sponsors

Africana Studies/NEH*
Center for Innovation in Teaching and Learning
College of Arts and Science Dean's Office
Department of English
Department of Journalism and Communication
Dialogue Center
Humanities Center
Latin American and Latino Studies
Office of Diversity, Inclusion and Equity
Social Justice Scholars
South Side Initiative
Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

*Any views, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this program do not necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities
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Schedule at a Glance

Friday, April 20, 2018

4:00pm – 4:45pm
Tour of the Hoover-Mason Trestle
located at SteelStacks 771 First Street

5:00pm – 7:00pm
Opening Reception and Registration
National Museum of Industrial History located 602 East 2nd Street in Bethlehem

9:00pm – 11:00pm
Hip Hop show featuring Rebel Diaz, plus A.D. Carson and Basement Poetry
Fowler Blast Furnace Room at Steel Stacks located 101 Founders Way in Bethlehem

Saturday, April 21, 2018
Sessions located in Lehigh University buildings STEPS, Maginnes Hall & Fairchild Martindale Library

8:15am – 4:00pm
Registration, STEPS 1st Floor
8:15am – 8:45am
Breakfast provided near registration in STEPS
8:45am – 10:15am
Session Block 1
10:30am – 12:00pm
Session Block 2
12:15-1:15pm
Lunch Caucuses: Lunch provided near registration in STEPS
1:30pm – 3:00pm
Session Block 3
3:00pm – 3:45pm
(Digital) Poster Session in STEPS Concourse
3:45pm – 5:15pm
Session Block 4
5:15pm – 7:00pm
Dinner on your own
7:15pm – 9:15pm
Keynote Panel: Storytelling and Media Organizing for Social Justice
Broughal Middle School located 114 W. Morton Street in Bethlehem

Sunday, April 22, 2018
Sessions located in Lehigh University buildings STEPS, Maginnes Hall & Fairchild Martindale Library

8:30am – 11:00am
Registration, STEPS 1st Floor
8:30am – 9:00am
Breakfast provided near registration in STEPS
9:00am – 10:30am
Session Block 8

MDHI Steering Committee & Affiliated Staff

Kim Carrell-Smith
Suzanne Edwards
Mary Foltz
Breena Holland
Cory Fischer-Hoffman
Alison Kanosky
Jeanne Kassis
Ilena Key
Michael Kramp
Jack Lule
Julia Maserjian
John Pettigrew
Greg Reihman
Nicholas Sawicki
Amardeep Singh
Sarah Stanlick
Amanda Webb
Ed Whitley

Our (Digital) Humanity Community Steering Committee

Thank you to the Community Steering Committee for helping to shape the vision of this event; for ensuring reciprocal community partnerships, broader participation, racial equity and diversity, and a positive lasting impact on community organizations in the Lehigh Valley.

Chloe Cole-Wilson
Jude-Laure Denis
Ted Morgan
Mauve Y. Perle
Anna Russell
Tyrone Russell
Saide Saddiq
Events

Friday, April 20, 5:00pm – 7:00pm
Opening Reception
National Museum of Industrial History
602 East 2nd Street, Bethlehem, PA 18015
Appetizers, Beer & Wine will be served

Master of Ceremony:
Edward Whitley, Program Coordinator of the Mellon Digital Humanities Initiative

Welcome:
Cory Fischer-Hoffman, Post-doctoral Fellow of the Mellon Digital Humanities Initiative and Chair of the Our (Digital) Humanity Conference Committee

Remarks by
Councilwoman Olga Negrón, City of Bethlehem
Donald E. Hall, Herbert J. and Ann L. Siegel Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, Lehigh University
Donald Outing, Vice President for Equity and Community, Chief Diversity Officer, Lehigh University
Mary Foltz, Co-director of Southside Initiative, Lehigh University
Jude-Laure Denis, former Executive Director of POWER Northeast, member of the community Steering Committee for the Our (Digital) Humanity Conference

Children are welcome to attend the event and participate in the NMIH scavenger hunt.

Friday, April 20, 9:00pm – 11:00pm
Hip-Hop Show
Free and Open to the Public
Featuring Rebel Diaz plus A.D. Carson and Basement Poetry
Fowler Blast Furnace Room at Steel Stacks
101 Founders Way, Bethlehem, Pa.

Rebel Diaz
Fronted by MC’s Rodstarz, and MC/Producer G1, Rebel Diaz shows us the true global power of Hip-Hop. With influences ranging from Chicago house to South American folk, Rebel Diaz combines classic boom bap tradition with Hip-Hop’s global impact.

A.D. Carson
A.D. Carson is a performance artist and educator from Decatur, Illinois. He received a Ph.D. in Rhetorics, Communication, and Information Design at Clemson University doing work that focuses on race, literature, history, and rhetorical performances. His dissertation, “Owning My Masters: The Rhetorics of Rhymes & Revolutions,” is a digital archive that features a 34 track rap album and was recognized by the Graduate Student Government as the 2017 Outstanding Dissertation.

Basement Poetry
Basement Poetry is a local performing arts group that focuses on giving voices to marginalized groups and space to learn how to grow and heal from one another. Founded by a group women who felt the need to create and develop productions to share their powerful stories, Basement Poetry hopes this will inspire others to do the same.

Saturday, April 21, 7:15pm – 9:15pm
Keynote Panel: Storytelling and Media Organizing for Social Justice
Free and Open to the Public
Broughal Middle School
Brodhead & Morton, Bethlehem, Pa

Sujatha Fernandes
Professor of Sociology, University of Sydney & author of many books including her most recent: “Curated Stories: The Uses and Misuses of Storytelling.”

Juan D. González
Award-winning broadcast journalist and investigative reporter, co-host of Democracy Now!, author of “Harvest of Empire: A History of Latinos in America,” and a founder of the National Association of Hispanic Journalists.

Suzanne Snider
Writer, documentarian, and educator whose work is deeply influenced by oral history theory and practice, founder of the Oral History Summer School, a cross-disciplinary school in upstate New York with a mobile classroom.

Sunday, April 22, 12:30pm – 2:00pm
Closing Lunch and Awards Ceremony
Gander Ballroom, 102 W. Fourth Street, Bethlehem

The Mellon Digital Humanities Initiative Community Digital Media Awards will be granted to individuals and organizations whose work in the Lehigh Valley bridges the University and community through a process that uses media, art, or technology to address the roots of problems and advances holistic solutions towards a more just and creative world.

We are pleased to announce the recipients of the 2018 MDHI Community Media Awards:
Ashley Omoma
HYPE Youth Media
Julia Maserjian
Saide Saddiq-Cisse
Track Descriptions

Digital Scholarship Track
Digital scholarship has grown dramatically in the humanities in recent years — humanists have been engaging data, mapping, and visualizations to online archives and media production in their research and teaching. It’s been especially exciting to see the growth of work at the intersection of public humanities, digital scholarship, media organizing and social justice.

Our Voices, Our Stories, Our Valley Track
The Lehigh Valley sits on the ancestral land of the Lenape peoples. Today diverse groups of people make up the urban centers and surrounding rural and suburban places that are situated around the Lehigh River. Many people are engaged in envisioning a just future in the Valley and this track is a chance for Lehigh Valley residents to tell our stories and raise our voices.

Vidas Digitales Track
We have been told that digital technology and media breaks down walls and connects us all yet, we still live in a moment where there are threats to build more walls and continue to separate us. This track offers a space for Spanish speakers to scheme, dream and share about breaking down the walls that divide and building a participatory communication from the ground up.

En español:
Sabemos que la tecnología digital y los medios de comunicación cruzan las fronteras y permiten una conectividad a nivel global. A pesar de esto, vivimos en un momento en el que surgen nuevas amenazas de levantar paredes divisorias entre nosotros. De este modo, esta sección ofrece un espacio para que los hispanohablantes puedan soñar, compartir e idear maneras de echar abajo las paredes que nos dividen y empezar a construir una comunicación participativa desde las bases comunitarias.

How-to- Workshops & Trainings Track
We are all media makers! We believe it is important to demystify technology and, the tools to create and communicate should be in everyone’s hands. Learning how to make media and use digital tools helps us to express ourselves, communicate with one another and build common knowledge; it can also provide us with essential job skills and prepare us for the growing digital and tech economy.

Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
We will build an inter-generational space where young people can both learn and teach. In this track we aim to cultivate a space of play and imagination for people of all ages, with a special focus on youth. Kids must be a part of our movements for social change!

Public Humanities Track
History, philosophy, art, media-making and popular culture can be catalysts for engaging in strategic public conversations about democracy, self-determination, identity and representation. These forms are rooted in the issues, concerns, complexities and stories that are part of community-life.

Documentary Storymaking
Documentation, research, ethics and collaboration are core principles to Documentary Storymaking. Documentary is a venue of both creative and artistic expression as well as testimony, truth telling, and narrative building— all of which can be employed in the struggle for social justice and human rights.

The Allied Media Projects defines Media-based organizing as any collaborative process that uses media, art, or technology to address the roots of problems and advances holistic solutions towards a more just and creative world.
Bethlehem Arts & Culture Roundtable

MODERATOR: MARY FOLTZ, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

Panel with Discussion
Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track
Maginnes 101

DAVE FRY, GODFREY DANIELS, ARCHIVIST AND FOUNDER
DOUG ROYSDON, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR OF MOCK TURTLE THEATER, PROGRAMMER FOR ICE HOUSE TONIGHT
WILLIAM GEORGE, CO-FOUNDER, TOUCHSTONE THEATER
MARY FOLTZ, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, CO-DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH SIDE INITIATIVE
SAM SORENSEN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE STUDENT
ADAM HEIDEBRINK-BRUNO, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, GRADUATE STUDENT
AVA BERTONE, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

Panelists from area arts and culture organizations will discuss how arts programming in Bethlehem helps to shape civic identity. In particular, we will discuss archiving local musicians work, designing theatrical events to help residents imagine the future of Bethlehem, and creating structures to support local artists. Dave Fry, founder and archivist at Godfrey Daniels, will explore his efforts to tell the story of folk music in the Lehigh Valley. With the help of Lehigh University Archives, he has been working on a book as well as archiving audio shows for WDIY radio broadcasts. He will be joined by Doug Roysdon, Artistic Director of Mock Turtle Theater and Programmer for Ice House Tonight; Doug will discuss his recent work on collecting stories from local artists and essays about creating civic structures to support local artists. A third panelist, co-founder of Touchstone theater, William George will discuss Touchstone Theater’s work and vision for the (Un)Bound Festival: “ten days of music, theatre, dance, community dialogue, forging a vision forward– through art– for Bethlehem, our home by the river.” The panel will be moderated by Mary Foltz, co-director of the Southside Initiative and project adviser of the MDHI-supported Southsider website (www.thesouthsider.org). With the decrease in funding to regional newspapers that has resulted in less coverage of civic affairs, the Southsider is produced by a group of undergraduate writers, graduate student managing editors, advisers and community partners who have collaborated on a succession of articles about the Southside’s lively arts and culture scene.

Off the Grid: Justice at the Margins

MODERATOR: MAUVE Y. PERLE, PUBLISHER, WRITER, PHD CANDIDATE IN THE LITERATURE AND CRITICISM DEPT. AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

Panel with Discussion
Digital Scholarship Track
Maginnes 102

Off Country: Resisting Nuclear Armament in the 21st Century
TAYLOR DUNNE, OFF COUNTRY, CO-DIRECTOR
ERIC STEWART, OFF COUNTRY, CO-DIRECTOR

Off Country is a multimedia project that examines, through first person accounts and oral histories, the legacy of the nuclear weapons industry embedded in the landscape of the American Southwest. In this session we will explore how Off Country’s digital platforms (podcasts, digital archive, documentary and social media) can be used as a tool to preserve untold histories from underrepresented communities and to communicate ideas of social and environmental justice. The goal is to use digital media to advocate for responsible nuclear stewardship, empower and educate local communities and connect activists, community members and generations.

Designing Digital Projects About Hyperlocal Histories: Creating Collaborations Between Communities, Archivists, and Academics

Strategy Session
Public Humanities Track
Maginnes 112

JIM MCGRATH, BROWN UNIVERSITY, POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW IN DIGITAL PUBLIC HUMANITIES
JULIA RENAUD, BROWN UNIVERSITY, MA STUDENT IN PUBLIC HUMANITIES

In this session, representatives from an ongoing collaboration between Brown University, the Providence Public Library, and Providence community members on hyperlocal histories of Providence will discuss the challenges of designing digital projects that highlight the values and interests of local audiences and their relationship to archives of recent history. We will discuss the questions, methodologies, and digital contexts graduate students at Brown’s Center for Public Humanities have explored while working with materials collected by PPL’s Special Collections: photographs and other records of Providence’s Cape Verdean community, the 30+ year history of AS220 (a local community arts center), and a large collection of type specimen books that have many potential local uses in educational and artistic contexts. Using these experiences as context, we will collaborate with session attendees interested in digital contexts for local histories to discuss best practices for ethical approaches to community collaboration, digital project development, and audience engagement.
Locals Speak! Participatory Media and Scholarship in a Tourism Zone

Film Screening/Performance
Vidas Digitales Track
Maginnes 111

KATIE BECK, FOUNDER OF THE RICH COAST PROJECT AND DIRECTOR OF EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION AT THE MEDIA SCHOOL AT INDIANA UNIVERSITY
DAVID DÁVILA GONZÁLEZ, THE RICH COAST PROJECT AND MATIXANDO
ERIN ADAMSON, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, DOCTORAL STUDENT

This session explores how local Afro-Caribbean and Indigenous Costa Ricans can preserve and participate in creating their story and their space in a developing tourist zone. In this session we show a participatory documentary, two short fiction films by school children, and interviews and talk about the importance of local voices in activism and academic scholarship. Participants will leave with information about how The Rich Coast Project runs its participatory programs and ideas for incorporating local voices in academic research.

Oral History and Storytelling as Tools for Community Activism and Movement Building

Film Screening/Performance
Documentary Storymaking Track
STEPS 101

JIN ZHU, VIDEO PRODUCER

We would like to explore the ways in which an oral history approach to video production may act as a tool for storytelling and activism in grassroots housing justice movements. We will present our online map platform which hosts short films made in collaboration with and for Bay Area tenants and activists as examples of how narrative can both sway political stakeholders to make legislative change as well as form connections of power within local movements built by those most impacted by these issues. After our presentation, we hope participants will share their own experiences of movement building in an informal skillshare and walk away with a sense of how these approaches and media tools can be applied within their own communities to build networks of resistance and allies.

Play: The Technology of Humanities and Social Justice

Game-based or Experimental
Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
Maginnes 113

MARK MCKENNA, THE GILRAIN-MCKENNA FAMILY, FATHER/HUSBAND, THEATER ARTIST/EDUCATOR
JENNIE GILRAIN, THE GILRAIN-MCKENNA FAMILY, MOTHER/WIFE, TEACHER/ARTIST
AIDAN GILRAIN-MCKENNA, THE GILRAIN-MCKENNA FAMILY, SON, ACTOR/FILMMAKER
LIAM MCKENNA, THE GILRAIN-MCKENNA FAMILY, SON, MUSICIAN

How can we use play (our fundamental technology for connecting with others) to facilitate individual and institutional change toward just and creative practices? We will briefly define the roots and principals of play so that participants can share a series of experiences to explore play dynamics. Play promotes engagement characterized by listening, equity, inclusion, collaboration and justice. Participants will walk away with a strengthened awareness of their own capacity to play and a tool kit for assessing and developing their powerful capacity to apply “play strategies” to influence positive change.

Start Up Your Devices: Videomaking, Editing, and Blogging on a Budget and for Public Audiences

Hands on
How-to workshops and trainings Track
DMS

ALISON DIEFENDERFER, NORTHAMPTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE

As a trained social scientist working in educational technology and online learning, I will help participants learn the ins and outs of free of charge or low-cost means of producing, editing, and releasing quality videos and blogs to engage online communities and audiences in their social justice causes and/or digital humanities initiatives. I will provide the helpful tips to making a phone or tablet a self-recording device, and walk you through the various options and things to consider from both the technical and social science perspectives. I will also promote inclusive video making with closed captioning and discuss ways to ensure that users regardless of internet speed or personal device have access to your content, and so after this session, participants can produce and share their videos and blogs with ease.
10:30-12:00 PM  Saturday, April 21, 2018  Session Block 2

Digital Maps, Retelling Suppressed History
MODERATOR: ELIZABETH DOLAN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOC. PROF. OF ENGLISH
Panel with Discussion
Digital Scholarship Track
Maginnes 102

Mapping the Story of an Eighteenth-Century Woman’s Life: The Charlotte Smith Story Map
ELIZABETH DOLAN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOC. PROF. OF ENGLISH
GILLIAN ANDREWS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ENGLISH MA ’17
SOFIA GRATIAS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ENGLISH BA ’19

Our MDHI funded faculty/grad student/undergrad team has created a Story Map illustrating British Romantic-era author Charlotte Smith’s life. In this session we will share ideas and promote discussion about how the digital humanities in general, and Story Map in particular, help us see and learn about women’s lives differently than “real life” modes of memorialization. What is gained? What is lost? We will present our Story Map, which includes both an embedded digital map that is time synced to represent the frequency of Smith’s moves and a Timeline that offers more academic source information. Participants will gain insight into the process of creating a Story Map with embedded features, and into broader questions about how digital platforms can represent life experience and “space” in a way that real world museums, author houses, etc. cannot.

The University of the Movement: Mapping the 1964 Freedom Summer
DAVID BUSCH, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY, PHD STUDENT

While the 1964 Freedom Summer has been the subject of extensive scholarship, my digital humanities project broadens the way we think about its impact in the 1960s and post-1960s legacy. Planned and coordinated by the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the 1964 Summer Project brought down lawyers, teachers, medical professionals, and college students to work in voter registration, community centers and Freedom Schools throughout Mississippi. The first iteration of this project focuses on college students, who made up close to three-quarters of all the volunteers. SNCC’s grassroots organizing approach served as a liberating form of education that influenced the political outlooks and values of this cohort of students. Many of these students went on to play key roles in other social movements at the end of the 1960s and later embarked on long careers in public service, law, education, and community organizing. Using Arc GIS, a digital mapping tool, this project contextualizes the Freedom Summer by: 1) collating census data on race and social economics in the United States and in Mississippi on the heels of the 1964 summer 2) integrating digitized documents on approaches to training college students for social action 3) visualizing the WATL line that tracked threats, violence, and other acts during the summer 4) tracking post-summer movements of select volunteers. In combination with other digitized archival documents and select secondary sources, these maps offer users a digital lens and space to examine the 1964 Freedom Summer, its successes and failures.

10:30-12:00 PM  Saturday, April 21, 2018  Session Block 2

Funding Arts, Culture and Social Justice in the Lehigh Valley
Information Session
Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track
Maginnes 101
KATE PITTS, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, LVEHC MELLON GRANT COORDINATOR
CHARLOTTE NUNES, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP SERVICES
HASSAN BATTS, DIRECTOR OF PROMISE NEIGHBORHOODS LEHIGH VALLEY
MARCI RONALD-LESKO, UNITED WAY, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

How do we fund arts, culture and social justice work in the Lehigh Valley? Learn about funding strategies as well as funding opportunities in the Lehigh Valley. This panel includes information on the Lehigh Valley Engaged Humanities Consortium Mellon Grant - exploring themes of diversity, the changing nature of work, the process of story-making and sense of place in the Lehigh Valley over the past 50 years. They are currently accepting applications for mini-grants.

Atrévete: Building a Community Television Show
Film Screening/Performance
Vidas Digitales Track
Maginnes 111
GABRIELA WATSON AURAZO, PHILLYCAM, ATRÉVETE SHOW PRODUCER
LAURA DEUTCH, PHILLYCAM EDUCATION & PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
FRANKLIN GUZMAN, ATRÉVETE MEMBER/PRODUCER
LETICIA ROA NIXON, PHILLYCAM, ATRÉVETE MEMBER/PRODUCER
ANTONIO ARRONIZ, PHILLYCAM ATRÉVETE MEMBER/PRODUCER

Atrévete a pensar diferente un programa a la vez. Atrévete dares you to think differently one show at a time. Show producers will present segments from their monthly show and discuss the community driven production process that informs each episode. During the session, we will explore how community produced media can expand and shift perceptions of Latino communities among each other, and present more diverse representations within the media and the public sphere. We will present examples from our monthly television show, Atrévete and discuss our methodology and production model. We will invite participants to contribute a short video segment using their mobile phone and discuss ways that we could expand our program to include more regional and national collaboration.

Bike Life: It’s More Than Knuckleheads Disrupting Traffic
Film Screening/Performance
Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
Maginnes 113
TREY BARRETT, YOUTH LEADER, COMMUNITY BIKE WORKS
HANNAH MILLER, STUDENT AND FAMILY ENGAGEMENT MANAGER, COMMUNITY BIKE WORKS

What is Bike Life? Why do kids ride bikes and do tricks in the street? In this session, we will view a short documentary on Bike Life and hear from local riders. Participants will have a deeper understanding of why groups like Bike Life exist and a new perspective on kids in their neighborhoods riding in the street.
10:30-12:00 PM  Saturday, April 21, 2018  Session Block 2

Free Young Blood: The Impact of Mass Incarceration on Black Males in America
Film Screening/Performance  
Documentary Storymaking Track  
STEPS 101

BOBBY MARVIN HOLMES, SON OF A DREAM, FOUNDER  

The film, "Free Young Blood Combating the Mass Incarceration of Black Males," seeks to explore how the criminal justice system perpetuates policies and practices that disproportionately impact Black men. Filmmaker Bobby Marvin Holmes will facilitate a discussion on ways the criminal justice system marginalizes people of color. Participants will gain more insight into ways to identify and address racial disparities within the criminal justice system.

Kiss my Bot: Let's MakeBots and Hack Digital Narratives on Twitter
Hands-On Session  
How-to workshops and trainings Track  
DMS

ANA MARTINA, RADICANTE MEDIA MEMBER  
DAVE ONION, RADICANTE MEDIA MEMBER

Twitter has become a space that now shapes our political reality and opinions in society. In this session we will explore how governments and agents of repression and power have used bots to impact society for the worse. We'll look at some examples from Syria to Latin America to the US and Europe as well as efforts to use bots for liberation. Participants will have the opportunity to create their own bots and will walk away with tools to be mischievous anti-colonial feminist tech protagonists as well as more conscious readers of social media.

Newest Americans: Stories From The Global City
Film Screening/Performance  
Public Humanities Track  
Maginnes 112

DR. TIM RAPHAEL, NEWEST AMERICANS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ARTS, CULTURE AND MEDIA, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, NEWARK, DIRECTOR  
DR. SAHAR HOSSEIN, NEWEST AMERICANS, PROJECT MANAGER FOR URBAN LANDSCAPE RESEARCH  
DR. SAMANTHA BOARDMAN, NEWEST AMERICANS, PROJECT MANAGER FOR RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS  
JULIE WINOKUR, TALKING EYES MEDIA, DIRECTOR; NEWEST AMERICANS, MEDIA DIRECTOR

This digital media presentation explores how oral histories can serve as source material for a variety of curricular and public history applications that allow for toggling between the virtual and material worlds as well as the past and present. We will screen a series of digital shorts inspired by and using material from two (im)migrant oral history archives and look at web-based projects developed from the digitized archival audio. This media was developed by the Newest Americans project, an initiative that is studying and documenting the impact of post-1965 immigrant communities from the perspective of the most diverse university in the country. Participants will walk away with ideas for projects they can develop at their own institutions and resources for activating oral history collections by sharing the stories they contain and the insights they provide to address the issues, challenges and opportunities ahead as we become an increasingly multicultural society.

12:15-1:15 PM  Saturday, April 21, 2018  Launch Caucus

Audio Video Fundamentals Skills Share
How-to workshops and trainings Track  
Maginnes 110

ANTOINE HAYWOOD, PHILLYCAM MEMBERSHIP & OUTREACH DIRECTOR

This lunch-time caucus is an opportunity for people to exchange experienced-based tips about audio and video production best practices. This gathering is ideal for people who are interested in sharing accessible media-making resources, gaining technical advice, and learning effective approaches to making media in community settings.

Expressive Cultures/Multimodal Scholarship
Digital Scholarship Track  
Maginnes 270

A.D. CARSON, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HIP-HOP

Hip Hop scholar and artist A.D. Carson will talk about his unique dissertation, a 34-song rap album. Emerging scholars and interested students considering, and/or engaging, multimodal forms of expression will have the opportunity to discuss process and strategies for undertaking and promoting their work within their respective areas of study.

Groundswell: Oral History for Social Change Meet up
Public Humanities Track  
Maginnes 112

AMY STARECHESKI, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY ORAL HISTORY MA PROGRAM, CO-DIRECTOR  
NISSA TZUN, PROJECT FOUNDER, FORCED TRAJECTORY PROJECT

This lunch caucus will provide a space for people interested in oral history to meet each other, build connections, and share strategies.

How Storytelling Impacts Social Justice: Learning from the Past to Inform the Present

"Please be advised that this session may deal with themes of violence"
Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track  
Maginnes 101

ROBIN REICHERT, LEHIGH VALLEY STORYTELLING GUILD, BOARD MEMBER

Robin Reichert will present a brief storytelling performance of “A Woman Called Polly” the life story of Johanna Maria “Polly” Heckewelder (1781-1868) a noted local Moravian humanitarian, founder of an evolving aid society still in existence today. Discussion afterward will include group mapping of how the story relates to social justice challenges past and present, and how oral storytelling teaches social justice and moves toward societal change via historical stories, folktales, and personal stories. You will learn the difference between written story and the art of oral storytelling plus oral storytelling tips and resources; valuable for teachers and presenters who wish to improve stories they share school settings, college classrooms, senior centers, and social justice groups, and individuals who wish to use story in personal communication and on social media to reach larger groups.
Making the (Digital) Ask: Using Digital Storytelling, Social Networking, and Crowdfunding to Inspire Financial Support

Strategy Session
How-to workshops and trainings Track
Maginnes 260
ADAM COPELAND, LUTHER SEMINARY, CENTER FOR STEWARDSHIP LEADERS, DIRECTOR
KEITH ANDERSON, UPPER DUBLIN LUTHERAN CHURCH, PASTOR

How do organizations, non-profits, and justice-minded individuals leverage digital technologies to tell their story in a way that activates financial gifts? This session, led by two scholar-practitioners, will consider the best digital strategies and tools to help galvanize potential funders and raise money for the cause. Participants will leave with up-to-date knowledge of digital fundraising strategies, links to model crowdfunding sites, and action steps towards helping build an inspiring digital invitation to give.

The Power of Complex Stories with Sujatha Fernandes and the Media Mobilizing Project

Documentary Storymaking Track
STEPS 101
SUJATHA FERNANDES, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
BRYAN MERCER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MEDIA MOBILIZING PROJECT

This session will explore how telling complex and layered stories can be more effective at achieving social change than curated stories with cookie cutter stereotypes. We will present ideas from research and experience and then open to discussion. Participants will be able to think about what kinds of stories they use and how they use them in advancing social change.

Hip-Hop and Immigration Participation
Vidas Digitales Track
Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
Maginnes 111
REBEL DIAZ

This multimedia workshop focuses on the historical and current intersections between the struggle for immigrant rights and the socio-political concerns of the Hip-Hop generation. By exploring the historic role of immigrant communities in the creation of Hip-Hop culture, as well as the parallels between the continued criminalization of immigrants and young people of color, this workshop posits that it is the Hip Hop's generation's responsibility to defend immigrant rights.

A Walking Tour of Art and Culture on the Southside
Walking Tour
STEPS Registration Lobby
JANE GILRAIN, BETHLEHEM AREA SCHOOL DISTRICT
KAREN BECK POOLEY, PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Jane Gilrain, who has lived and worked on the South Side for more than 30 years, and Karen Beck Pooley, a Professor of Practice at Lehigh, will co-lead a walking tour highlighting arts and culture resources, independent and locally-owned businesses, and student-led improvement projects made possible with MDHI support. The tour will include 3rd and 4th Streets, the South Side Greenway, and key north-south streets including Polk, Taylor and Adams.

Above, Over and Below: Emerging Media as a Tool for Place Making and Social Engagement
Panel with Discussion
Public Humanities Track
Maginnes 112
LAURA CHIPLEY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR / MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS SUNY COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY
SARAH NELSON WRIGHT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR / COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA ARTS, MARYMOUNT MANHATTAN COLLEGE
NATHAN KENSINGER, PHOTOGRAPHER / ARTIST

Three media artists will present recent and ongoing works that use surveillance technology, emerging media and collaborative storytelling to reveal the hidden layers in public and community space and illuminate connections to larger systems social and environmental issues. Laura Chipley will present Appalachian Mountaintop Patrol (AMP), a community storytelling initiative that uses drones, sensors and surveillance cameras to fight mountaintop removal coal mining in West Virginia. Sarah Nelson Wright will present Invisible Seams, a sound walk of SoHo NYC using augmented reality to explore globalization of the garment industry. Nathan Kensinger will present The Newtown Creek Armada, a public model boat pond collectively documenting an NYC Superfund site. This session aims to discuss concrete tools and techniques and raise questions about potentials for embodied participation and emerging / repurposed technology in enacting concrete social change.

Collaborative Digital Story-Telling in the Queer Archives Project at Lafayette College
Panel with Discussion
Digital Scholarship Track
Maginnes 102
MARY ARMSTRONG, CHAIR OF WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
ELAINE STOMBER, COLLEGE ARCHIVIST
JENNIFER WELLNITZ, STUDENT RESEARCHER
CHARLOTTE NUNES, DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP SERVICES

This session will feature student, librarian, and faculty perspectives on the experience of building the Queer Archives Project at Lafayette College. Our project uses the platform Scalar to create multi-linear narratives
anchored in oral histories about the LGBTQ+ experience at Lafayette from the 1950s to the present. We will discuss the QAP in the broader context of student-generated “queer archives” projects emerging at institutions nationwide to produce new knowledge attuned to the gaps, absences, and silences that exist within campus institutional archives.

Creating Public Digital Archives & Exhibits with Omeka

Hands-On Session

How-to workshops and trainings Track

DMS

VICTORIA SZABO | DUKE UNIVERSITY | ASSOCIATE RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ART, ART HISTORY, AND VISUAL STUDIES

HANNAH L. JACOBS | DUKE UNIVERSITY | DIGITAL HUMANITIES SPECIALIST, WIRED! LAB FOR DIGITAL ART HISTORY & VISUAL CULTURE

* This hands-on workshop introduces Omeka, a platform for creating public online archives and digital narratives. Omeka is an easy to learn, open source, content management and exhibition system (http://omeka.org/ and http://omeka.net). It is used by/for cultural heritage institutions, collaborative scholarship, community organizations, and individuals to organize and describe images, audio, video, text, and other media. These materials can then be structured narratively into engaging interactive exhibits that can integrate external visual storytelling tools such as maps and timelines.

No experience in web content management, development, or design is necessary to learn Omeka. Sample historical materials on the history of the Lehigh Valley will be provided, and participants may incorporate their own digital materials. Participants will leave the workshop with their own Omeka.net site and the beginnings of a digital archive and exhibition. Additional instruction materials will be provided for further learning after the workshop.

From the Ground Up: Growing Healthy Communities through Grassroots Art

Film Screening/Performance

Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track

Maginnes 101

ANNA RUSSELL, ALLENTOWN PUBLIC THEATRE, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

AIDAN GILRAIN-MCKENNA, MAKE ART LOCAL, CO-DIRECTOR

* We (co-directors Anna Russell and Aidan Gilrain-McKenna) will share and talk about clips from our upcoming documentary film about Bethlehem’s arts scene. We aim to give audiences a deeper understanding of what it means to practice the arts in a way that truly sustains and enriches the surrounding community.

By interviewing experienced and emerging local artists, the film provides an intimate look into the lives and sacrifices of independent and mission-driven small-town artists - and asks what is needed for this kind of community-engaged art to survive and thrive into the future.

Let’s Pull Together: Using art, music, and our stories to build, celebrate, and improve our communities

Hands-On Session

Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track

Maginnes 113

YURIKO DE LA CRUZ, RESURRECTED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, BOARD MEMBER

ALISHA TATEM, RESURRECTED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION; JAMES LAWSON FREEDOM SCHOOL (2016 COORDINATOR)

DARIAN COLBERT, JAMES LAWSON FREEDOM SCHOOL (2015 COORDINATOR)

YOUTH CO-PRESENTERS: JAMES LAWSON FREEDOM SCHOOL SCHOLAR ALUMNI

* The question we seek to explore in this session is: How do we use our stories to build community across diverse groups in order to create change? During this session, participants will learn about the history of the Freedom School movement, experience a portion of the Freedom School by participating in the Harambe circle, reflect and share their stories through art/poetry, and create a collective poem that serves as a reminder of how we each contribute to our community to bring about positive change and build bridges across diverse groups. By participating in “Harambe”, intergenerational story-sharing, and the creation of an individual/collective poem, participants will: experience the power and learn the importance of coming together and using our voice to tell our story and connect with others; and, experience various tools that use art, music, digital media and storytelling to build community that can be used in other settings.

Storytelling and Movement Building: Collaborative Mediamaking Across Prison Walls

Panel with Discussion

Documentary Storymaking Track

STEPS 101

MIKE LYONS, CO-FOUNDER, THE REDEMPTION PROJECT AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, COMMUNICATION STUDIES, SAINT JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY

LAYNE MULLETT, CO-FOUNDER LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY

EMRY ABENDROTH, CO-FOUNDER: LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY

JOHN PACE, CO-FOUNDER THE REDEMPTION PROJECT

KEMPIS SONGSTER, CO-FOUNDER, THE REDEMPTION PROJECT

ABDALLAH LATEEF, CO-FOUNDER, THE REDEMPTION PROJECT

* This session focuses on bringing the voices of incarcerated men and women into the public sphere to help disrupt mainstream media narratives of incarceration, violence, and the criminal legal system. The creators of two multimedia projects from Philadelphia “LifeLines: Voices Against the Other Death Penalty and The Redemption Project” will present examples of their work and discuss the importance of inside voices and organizing strategies in the movement to end mass incarceration. The panel will feature formerly incarcerated people who participated in the projects while inside, as well as the projects’ creators and co-collaborators on the outside. Attendees will leave with an understanding of the power of individual stories to affect change, and the logistical and ethical challenges of collaborative efforts across the prison walls.
Digital storytelling can be a meaningful catalyst for collaboration and connection across boundaries, campuses, and communities. In 2013, colleagues from Lafayette College, Lehigh University, and Muhlenberg College began exploring a shared interest in community-based digital storytelling. Across the next three years, a shared belief in the value of digital storytelling expanded and gave shape to the valley’s first collaborative academic minor: Documentary Storymaking. This panel brings together the minor’s founders, offers a glimpse at the process organizing around documentary storymaking, and shares short documentary works produced by the program’s first students.

**Funding Opportunities through the Lehigh Valley Engaged Humanities Consortium Mellon Grant**

**KATE PITTS - LAFAYETTE COLLEGE, LVEHC MELLON GRANT COORDINATOR**

This information session will explain the funding opportunities and proposal process of the LVEHC Mellon Grant. We will review Calls for Proposals, funding options and introduce the website to attendees and field any questions. Participants will leave with an understanding of the different opportunities and appropriate audiences and knowledge about how to apply for grant funding.

**Our (Digital) Humanity: Leading Lives Online**

**ISAAC CAMPOVERDE-JRILA, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**BEN QUAN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**DYLAN MILonas, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**PRIYOKTI RANA, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**GREG REIHMAN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE VICE PROVOST, DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN TEACHING AND LEARNING**

This poster will offer an overview of the many different ways we are being challenged and changed by the internet. Topics will include Social Media; Internet-knowing; and Online Learning.

**Our (Diminished) Humanity: The Dangers of New Digital Technologies**

**ERICA DOUGHERTY, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**DANIEL GIBBS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**KIANNIA LAUCK, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**KYLE SPARKS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

**GREG REIHMAN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE VICE PROVOST, DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR INNOVATION IN TEACHING AND LEARNING**

This poster will explore some of the ways our humanity is being negatively impacted by recent technological developments and address unique ethical questions that arise when considering technologies that might diminish our humanity.

**The Making of Sketchlehem**

**ASHLEY OMOMA, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT**

Sitting only blocks away from the ivory clad Lehigh University lies Sketchlehem. The misnomer describes the area of Southside Bethlehem through passed down perspectives of members of Lehigh University for whom Bethlehem is “sketchy”. Why does this land of immigrants inspire such language from those inhabiting its loose borders and who really is to fear in this so called Sketchlehem?
How Are We Free

MIKE LYONS, CO-FOUNDER, THE REDEMPTION PROJECT AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, COMMUNICATION STUDIES, SAINT JOSEPH’S UNIVERSITY
LAYNE MULLETT, CO-FOUNDER, LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY
EMILY ABENDROTH, CO-FOUNDER, LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY
JOHN PACE, CO-FOUNDER THE REDEMPTION PROJECT
KEMPIS SONGSTER, CO-FOUNDER, THE REDEMPTION PROJECT

A visual art exhibit that explores the nature of freedom and confinement through creative collaboration between people who have been sentenced to die in prison and visual artists outside the prison walls. Visual economies and regimes of power have been massively employed by the state and the media in order to criminalize people. This exhibit interrupts those regimes and instead invites viewers to investigate what actually creates conditions for safety, healing, justice, transformation, and liberation.

LifeLines: Voices Against the Other Death Penalty

LAYNE MULLETT, CO-FOUNDER, LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY
EMILY ABENDROTH, CO-FOUNDER, LIFELINES: VOICES AGAINST THE OTHER DEATH PENALTY

A multimedia project conducted in collaboration with people serving Death By Incarceration (also known as Life Without Parole) sentences in Pennsylvania. The project uses interviews, creative media interventions, and visual art to support a statewide campaign to end the practice of sentencing people to die in prison.

Narratives in Confinement

*Please be advised that this session may deal with themes of violence*

Panel with Discussion/Hands-On Component

Digital Scholarship Track

Maginnes 102

“To Achieve the Breakdown of Prisons:” Narrative Hegemonies and Transgressions to Carceral Logics in Texas

AEMS (THEY/THEM); INSIDE BOOKS PROJECT; PROJECT ARCHIVIST

This presentation explores how censorship of certain materials by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) points to the elision of physical bodies- particularly Black, brown, queer, crip, indigenous and trans- in the carceral state. I will unpack how censorship is enacted in TX and how incarcerated folks provide a counter-talk to this violence with their own narrative materials, chronicling both the mundane realities of incarceration and horizons of abolition. I will engage with some of these materials on the Omeka digital archive I’m building, and hope to have a conversation around uses and limitations of digital tools for chronicling narratives around carceral violence. Folks will ideally consider how community-based and university affiliated archivists can be in solidarity with incarcerated people to resist silencing, disposability, and annihilation.

American Prison Writing Archive

DORAN LARSON, HAMILTON COLLEGE, WALCOTT-BARTLETT PROFESSOR OF LITERATURE & CREATIVE WRITING
JANET T. SIMONS, HAMILTON COLLEGE, DIRECTOR OF THE DIGITAL HUMANITIES INITIATIVE
WILL RASEMBERGER, CLASS FELLOW AND AMERICAN PRISON WRITING INTERN (HAMILTON CLASS OF 2019)
KATHY KWASNIEWSKI, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE AMERICAN PRISON WRITING ARCHIVE

This session questions what happens when people sit together, in the common task of transcribing essays by incarcerated people (IP) “who have no internet and rare computer access” and then discuss the experience of translating IP’s writing into a searchable digital form? The session will guide participants in choosing scanned, handwritten essays from The American Prison Writing Archive (the largest prison-witness archive in existence), and then transcribing these essays (in whole or in part) into texts that can be searched by author state, ethnicity, religion, etc., as well as key words and phrases. Participants will come away with, first, the experience of having subordinated their hands to the writing of people experiencing incarceration in the US today (a step away from the hostile, pitying, or patronizing attitudes we typically assume toward IP); second, they will have made a concrete, hands-on contribution to expanding the number of range of essays available to APWA users with specific interests that can only be filled by faceted searches; third, they will have had the opportunity to speak to one another about this experience as one that literally frees the voices of incarcerated people for reception by a global public. Finally, participants will leave with the means to arrange transcription sessions at their home campuses, community centers, or wherever else they feel that visitors might benefit from this real-time, on-line experience -possibly leading to the creation of regional sites for essay solicitation and intake.
Twine Games: Using Interactive Storytelling to Empower Students and Connect with Underrepresented Identities

Hands-On Session
How-to workshops and trainings Track
DMS

LAURA MOELLER, PHD CANDIDATE IN TEXTS AND TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ERIC ARTHUR MURNANE, PHD CANDIDATE IN TEXTS AND TECHNOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
VALORIE K. RUIZ, MFA CANDIDATE IN POETRY, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY

How can we engage interactive storytelling platforms such as Twine to empower students and create a socially just classroom space? In this interactive workshop, we will showcase one creative projects in Twine through a lens of critical pedagogy and one project with an emphasis in showcasing Twine's flexibility in language and personalization; in the second part of the workshop, participants engage in activities such as storyboarding to explore using digital creative non-fiction as a vehicle for change. We'll be exploring the use of Twine as a pathway for creating media that caters to identities not adequately represented in literature and digital humanities. This platform is especially beneficial for those who have no experience with coding, but seek to find a more accessible entryway to digital literature.

Documentary Collaborations Between Students and Community
Org’s: Human Trafficking on Long Island (LI-ARC & ECLI) as Example
Film Screening/Performance
Documentary Storymaking Track
STEPS 101

BENJAMIN GERDES, ARTIST/FILMMAKER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY, POST, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS AND FILM
DR. HEATHER PARROTT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, LIU, SOCIOLOGY, FOUNDING DIRECTOR, LI-ARC
FERIDE CASTILLO AND JENNIFER HERNANDEZ, EMPOWERMENT COLLABORATIVE OF LONG ISLAND
BRITTANY RAMJATTAN, DESTINY DIGGS, AND OTHER STUDENTS FROM LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

A workshop/dialogue on the successes and challenges of experimental collaborations between university media production courses and community organizations, using a student and faculty-led discussion of a short video as a point of entry. This video, a portrait of human trafficking on Long Island, emerged from a fall 2016 collaboration between students at Long Island University (Intermediate Video: Field Production) and Empowerment Collaborative of Long Island (ECLI), facilitated by LI-ARC (Long Island Applied Research Center). The session will use the students’ experience of producing the video as a template for discussions, ideally with similar initiatives in other places, about how student media courses, humanities and social science faculty, and community organizations can effectively collaborate. This conversations may focus on the sharing of solutions to practical considerations- miniscule budgets, varied skill levels, and the timeframe of a semester- and strategies about circulating youth-centered media on issues that matter.

The Most Egalitarian Place in Colonial America? A Walking Tour of Moravian Bethlehem

Bus Tour
STEPS Registration Lobby

SETH MOGLIN, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

Seth Moglen will provide an interpretive walking-tour of the majestic communal architecture and public spaces created by Bethlehem’s Moravian founders in the middle of the 18th century. He will describe the extraordinary egalitarian accomplishments of the founding generation: the communal sharing of wealth; the socialized provision of universal education, healthcare, child-care and elder-care; the emancipation of women; and the racial integration of social life and worship. He will also describe the process by which these egalitarian accomplishments were betrayed by slave-holding, theft of native land, and the abandonment of city’s successful communal economy after one generation.

Queering University-Community Partnerships
Panel with Discussion
Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track

Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track
Maginnes 101

ADRIAN SHANKER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BRADBURY-SULLIVAN
CHELSEA FULLERTON, DIRECTOR OF THE PRIDE CENTER, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
MARY FOLTZ, CO-DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH SIDE INITIATIVE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
SUSAN KAHLENBERG, PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA, MUELLENBERG COLLEGE
NIA BAKER, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Panelists from Lehigh University, Muhlenberg College and Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center will discuss successful University-community partnerships. Through a collaborative university-community digital humanities grant, Lehigh University’s Chelsea Fullerton, Mary Foltz, and Nia Baker partnered with Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center to enhance the center’s LGBT Library through updates to the collection, bringing the catalog online, and developing a series of web-videos to promote the library. The project also launched on-going collaboration through community book events focused on discussions of LGBTQ memoirs in informal reading groups. Through a separate service learning partnership between Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center and Muhlenberg College, students developed an evidence-based radio ad to promote HIV testing services at the center and negotiated for six weeks of free air time. In this session, students, faculty, staff, and community members involved in these projects will share insights and best practices gleaned from our university-community partnerships. We hope that participants will come away with a broader understanding of the needs of LGBT community members and the ways in which universities and community-based organizations can partner in an empowering, mutually-beneficial, and collaborative manner.
The Wizard of OD: Staged Reading of a Play about Living in the Digital Age

*Please be advised that this session may not be suitable for children due to profanity and adult themes of sexual identity*

Film Screening/Performance
Public Humanities Track
STEPS 280

MARThA McCaUGhey, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY
WYATT GALUSKY, PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, & SOCIETY, MORRISVILLE STATE COLLEGE
DIRECTED BY SUZANNE WESTFALL, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE

To raise questions about how living in the digital age changes our conceptions of home, family, friendship, sexuality, and magic, this session would offer a staged reading of our 90-minute original multimedia play, The Wizard of OD: Being Not a Children’s Story or a Musical but an Original Derivative Work about a Small-Town Girl’s Journey through the Omnipresent Dataverse. Participants will see a model of engaging the public in scholarly debates about information and communication technologies today, through the humor and creativity of theatrical performance.

Today’s Hieroglyphics: Communicating Emotions with Emojis

Hands-On Session
Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
Maginnes 113
CHLOE COLE WILSON, YOUTH EDUCATOR, POET

We use images to communicate digitally. Come to this workshop to reflect on communicating with emojis. We will discuss the strengths, limitations and possibilities of using emojis to communicate our feelings and we will have a chance to design our own emojis.

Justice? (What Justice?) Voices and Stories

MODERATOR: ZIAd MUNSON, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
Panel with Discussion
Digital Scholarship Track
Maginnes 102

Lynching In Virginia: Using Digital Tools To Tell Almost Forgotten Stories
KEVIN HEGG, JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY, DIRECTOR, DIGITAL PROJECTS, LIBRARIES & EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

The Digital Projects team, located within Carrier Library at JMU, partnered with Gianluca De Fazio, a Justice Studies professor, and his upper-level undergraduate students to create a website that tells the almost forgotten and neglected stories of 104 known lynching victims who were killed in Virginia between 1877 and 1927. The website is a WordPress site connected to a relational database using an inexpensive plugin and two custom shortcodes. Students in Gianluca’s advanced research course collected more than 500 related articles from historical Virginia newspapers using the Library of Congress Chronicling America database. Links to these articles are stored in the relational database and presented through the website. The website, which is a work in progress, also contains a map of lynching events and a clickable word cloud representing lynching counts by county.


ANNIE JOHNSON, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY, LIBRARY PUBLISHING AND SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST

In the spring of 2017, Temple University Press and Libraries were awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities grant to digitize and make openly available thirty of our outstanding out-of-print titles in labor studies. The books in our collection take a range of disciplinary approaches, including history, sociology, political science, and education. They were written by a diverse group of authors, from well-known academics such as Philip S. Foner, to labor activists such as Joyce L. Kornbluh.

As important as these books are, from the beginning, we recognized that digitization alone was not enough. In order to make sure that these titles are discovered and read by a new generation of labor organizers, labor educators, union members, and workers, we are planning an ambitious series of public programming in different venues across Philadelphia. We also intend to work closely with local constituency groups, such as the Philadelphia Council AFL-CIO, an organization of 100 local labor unions representing 200,000 workers in the region, to promote their availability. This presentation will describe these efforts, and argue that libraries and presses involved in digitization projects need to focus more on the social and political aspects of their work.
9:00-10:30 AM       Sunday, April 22, 2018      Session Block 5

Voices - The Diverse Faces of Homelessness, Poverty, and Hunger
JIAO MUNSON, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY

This session will explore the opportunities and limitations of digital scholarship for breaking down stereotypes of stigmatized groups such as the homeless. The session will screen a student produced 15-minute documentary film that portrays the diverse lives of clients of New Bethany Ministries who suffer from homelessness, hunger, and poverty, followed by a discussion of how the film was made, and how such work by students and scholars can be improved in the future. Participants will leave the session with both a better appreciation for how stereotypes of poverty impede our ability to tackle social problems. They will also leave with ideas for how to expand the repertoire of methods available to scholars for exploring such topics.

Communities on Display: Ethical and Practical Considerations for Public Humanities & Documentary Storymaking
Strategy Session
Public Humanities Track
Maginnes 112
JORDANA DYM, SKIDMORE COLLEGE, PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR, JOHN B. MOORE DOC STUDIES COLLABORATIVE
SARAH FRIEDLAND, SKIDMORE COLLEGE, DIRECTOR, MDOCS STORYTELLERS’ INSTITUTE
MARGARITA SÁNCHEZ, WAGNER COLLEGE, PROFESSOR

In colleges and universities, collaborative and community-centered projects with public-facing liberal arts classes are increasingly part of the regular curricular landscape. Projects take many forms, but tend to share a common denominator: the past or present of the home community is put on display in an exhibit or media project. For example, a public history class partners with an area museum or archive to create an exhibit commemorating a key moment or figure (Skidmore College) or a documentary studies class works with immigrants in Staten Island to share their present situation with their communities of origin in films and public fora and to document the temporary reunification of families divided by migration (Wagner College). What ties media based and exhibition projects together is that faculty and students routinely rely on individual connections and institutional partnerships as part of pedagogy. This kind of “humanities in practice” pedagogy, often identified as “experiential learning” or “civic engagement,” has both risks and rewards, costs and benefits for all concerned. But are the risks and rewards or costs and benefits equally distributed among community and academic participants? Is failure an option? This session invites participants to share ethical and practical approaches and lessons learned, with the goal of sharing recommendations in a GoogleDoc for collective use. Participants willing to share syllabi and assignments before the session can email mdocs@skidmore.edu.

DACA Is Ending but the Movement is Not
Panel with Discussion
Vidas Digitales Track
Maginnes 111
MARIANA DE MAIO, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM AND MEDIA STUDIES
NATHAN SHAE RODRIGUEZ, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

With the announcement on Sept. 2017 of the Trump administration’s intention to phase out DACA, social media exploded. As protests and walkouts began taking place around the country, social media was on top of it. This session will explore the use of social media to promote social justice and to enhance advocacy efforts. Presenters will discuss the use of social media in the context of DACA students’ advocacy. Attendees will leave with a broader sense of the advantages and limitations of social media as an advocacy tool, in general, and as it pertains to DACA students, in particular.

Good Girls Don’t Tell: The Journeys of Survivors in Five Acts
*Please be advised that this session may deal with themes of violence*
Film Screening/Performance
Documentary Storymaking Track
STEPS 280
JENNIFER HUEMMER, ITHACA COLLEGE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

This session seeks to examine the lived experiences of non-reporting rape survivors on a college campus in the southwest. The session will include the screening of a 45 minute performance documentary along with a Q&A session with one of the creators of the film. Participants will walk away with deeper insight into the lives of survivors whose stories we rarely hear due to their decision not to report to any formal institutions.

Media & Mobilization: Documentary Filmmaking as a Space for Community Action
Panel with Discussion
Our Voices, Our Valley, Our Stories Track
Maginnes 101
DREW SWEDEBERG, MUIHLENBERG COLLEGE, FILMMAKER
EMMIA NEWMAN, MUIHLENBERG COLLEGE, STUDENT FILMMAKER
HASSHAN BATT, FORMER REENTRY COORDINATOR, POWER NORTHEAST
SYDNEY TREK MCKENZIE, FILMMAKER
AGGIE BAZAZ, MUIHLENBERG COLLEGE, PROFESSOR
JUDE-LAURE DENIS, FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, POWER NORTHEAST

How can documentary create a sustainable media landscape that engages with the community and reciprocates the goals of existing centers of empowerment? This session will explore the opportunity of documentary as a practice that engages with the community and represents voices that are not being covered by the mainstream press. Participants will walk away with thoughts on how documentary processes can be as much a mode of mobilization as are documentary products.
Oral History Workshop with Suzanne Snider  
How-to workshops and trainings Track  
Maginnes 260  
SUZANNE SNIDER, WRITER, EDUCATOR, ARTIST & FOUNDER OF ORAL HISTORY SUMMER SCHOOL

This 90-minute workshop will serve as an interactive, hands-on introduction to oral history, using a series of short exercises and prompts. What makes oral history different from other interview styles and traditions? Oral History Summer School founder/director Suzanne Snider will guide participants through some essential principles of this ethical interview practice that seeks to integrate concepts—in the very act of conversation—from fields including psychoanalysis, trauma studies and feminist theory.

People Powered Media: Produce and Distribute Your Own Audio Content  
Hands-On session  
How-to workshops and trainings Track  
DMS  
VANESSA MARIA GRABER, PHILLYCAM, WPPM STATION MANAGER  
ANTHONY MAZZA, PHILLYCAM, WPPM PRODUCER, THE ELEVATED  
TIA WHITFIELD, PHILLYCAM, WPPM PRODUCER, MILLIENIAL HIGH  
LORNE PEARL, PHILLYCAM, WPPM PRODUCER, MAGZ FM  
PHIL CHARLES, PHILLYCAM, WPPM PRODUCER, FULLY BAKED RADIO

WPPM producers will lead a workshop on producing audio content for online and FM platforms where they play examples of their work (Feature stories, podcasts, DJ mixes, etc) and offer DIY resources for producing similar content. Workshop leaders will also show participants how to market and distribute their content.

The Future is Now  
Hands-On Session  
Digital Futuraes: Kids & Youth Track  
Maginnes 113  
JENNA AZAR, MUEHLENBERG COLLEGE, HYPE YOUTH MEDIA CO-DIRECTOR  
LORA TAUB-PERVIZPOUR, MUEHLENBERG COLLEGE, HYPE YOUTH MEDIA CO-DIRECTOR

This interactive workshop will engage young people in media-making that encourages them to name, place, and picture their future goals and aspirations. Growing from a highly successful project at a local Allentown High School, Building 21, a team of high school students will encourage participants in this session to bring into vision their life 10 years from now. Participants will be guided through a free-write, small story circle process to refine their writing, and then support one another in taking a personal photograph that captures their vision.

Documentary Storymaking and Community Media  
Strategy Session  
Documentary Storymaking Track  
STEPS 101

HYPE Retrospective: Youth Media Makers a Decade Later  
JENNA AZAR, MUEHLENBERG COLLEGE, HYPE YOUTH MEDIA CO-DIRECTOR  
LORA TAUB-PERVIZPOUR, MUEHLENBERG COLLEGE, HYPE YOUTH MEDIA CO-DIRECTOR  
GRACIE SANTANA, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY STUDENT, HYPE ALUMNI  
JALAL KHAN, MUEHLENBERG COLLEGE RECENT GRAD, HYPE ALUMNI  
RASHID KEITA, HYPE ALUMNI

Engaging young people in media-making and documentary film production supports often under-represented and silenced teens to step forward and begin leading the conversation—What does a healthy community for young people really look like? What are the barriers and obstacles to youth success? Creating space for young people to raise their own voices and bring forward their own issues transforms young people’s sense of agency, voice, and power in their communities. But what happens as they grow into adulthood? Does the power and possibility that young media-makers found as teenagers transform what they become as adults? This panel session will invite HYPE Youth Media teens to come back together, share their docs made as teens from 2006 forward, and invite the now young adults to share the ways media-making and documentary film experience as youth has shaped and impacted their lives well into adulthood.

Working with/for Community Media  
JOEL NEVILLE ANDERSON, UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, PHD CANDIDATE, VISUAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES  
ALMUDENA ESCOBAR LOPEZ, UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER, PHD STUDENT, VISUAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES  
TARA MERENDA NELSON, VISUAL STUDIES WORKSHOP, CURATOR OF MOVING IMAGE COLLECTIONS  
MAIKO TANAKA, SQUEAKY WHEEL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

How do researchers and contemporary curators and archivists advance, interpret, preserve, or adapt the original mission and history of organizations engaged in media-based organizing and community media in the face of today’s political climate and institutional challenges? This will be a strategy session to define productive methods for engaging with community media organizations and long term goals for collaboration. Participants will discuss the historical and ongoing roles of community media with presenters, sharing experiences and case studies. In facilitating this workshop, presenters with various experience as researchers, curators, and archivists will reciprocally share leadership with the symposium’s community of organizers and artists. We will collaboratively rethink how community media spaces and collectives can address political struggles of today from deindustrialization, systemic racism and media representation, to gentrification, developing common strategies for the future. Participants will leave with shared historical examples and create new collective strategies and possibilities for collaboration.
**The Culture of #Coco: Examining Digital Communication of Mexican Culture on Twitter**

NATHAN SHAE RODRIGUEZ, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Disney-Pixar’s Coco is based on Dia de Los Muertos (Day of the Dead) and focuses on 12-year-old Miguel in Mexico. In Mexico, the film grossed over $43 million in its first month and became the highest grossing film in Mexican history, while in the United States, the film grossed over $18.6 million on Black Friday alone and over $40.8 million in its first three days. The current study uses the hashtag “#Coco” as a way to aggregate data on how individuals reacted to the film in the digital space of Twitter. A qualitative analysis was performed on a random sample (n = 2000) of tweets from October 27, 2017 through November 26, 2017. Preliminary analysis reveals Latinx viewers exhibited feelings of representation, national and cultural pride, death and its acceptance, culture, co-option, and social justice. For example, in regards to social justice, some individuals used Twitter as a space to critique Trump, his wall, and racist rhetoric. @Andrespreneur wrote, “Now imagine building a wall around the little town of Santa Cecelia and making Miguel pay for it. You must be not #Coco but #Coco0 to think like that!” Others praised Disney-Pixar for their effort to unite rather than separate. @mdaviles1 writes “While Trump tries to build a wall, Pixar built a bridge #Coco” and @sarahpaez23 writes “Mientras trump crea el muro, Disney y Pixar crean #Coco, una película hecha con el <3 ejemplificando el arte y tradiciones de los mexicanos.”
Epistemic normativity and how to avoid it: The "one-shoe-fits-all" assumption's danger in digital projects

Sayan Bhattacharyya, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow, Price Lab for Digital Humanities, University of Pennsylvania

Cultural and literary studies have long been cognizant that apparatuses for knowledge production can render certain kinds of texts “illegible.” The relationships between knowledge, power and episteme that produce this occlusion have traditionally been explored and analyzed at the level of engagement with specific social and literary texts. This paper describes how a similar problem can arise in the context of the analysis of large-scale bodies of text. Our example is an analytical tool, intended for discovering trends and patterns in large text corpora. By describing what happens when the tool is applied to a large, heterogeneous and diverse textual corpus, we show how textual inscriptions that stand in a relationship of subalternity to structuring normativities of the text corpus could become invisible unless they already conform to the epistemic assumptions underlying those normativities.

Opposing the Binary in Digital Scholarship
JASON SUPP, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Why has historical scholarship come to be seen as a binary rooted in either traditional methods of research and writing or composed with revolutionary digital techniques, and can we make the construction, interaction, and critique of digital scholarship more fluid between these two poles? Our session will discuss the use of digital sources, Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as examples of how historians might blend the traditional model of historical scholarship with digital tools and methods to produce scholarship that capitalizes on both schools of academic composition. This session will provide an entry point through which attendees can evaluate the impact digital tools can have on the historical discipline as well as combine with traditional modes and standards to create enhanced scholarship.

Latinx Voices, Culture and Literature
MODERATOR: SARAH FOUTS, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW IN LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINX STUDIES

Amplifying Latin@ voices: Ohio Habla Podcast
ELENA FOULIS, PH.D. THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
KELLY DI LULLO, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
ADRIANA PONCE DE LEON, THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT

Creating university based podcast like, Ohio Habla, allows us to connect and learn more the Latin@/Hispanic experiences locally, while amplifying the voices of the community everywhere. Language and cultural studies are in a unique position to utilize this medium to advance the understanding of how culture and language is both transmitted and analyzed.
for victims, including the impact on children who grow up in an environment where physical, emotional or verbal abuse is exists. In collaboration with digital media artist, Joianne Payne, the voice of the abused in the Lehigh Valley area will be heard. Counselors from Lehigh Valley-based agencies, such as Turning Point of Lehigh Valley and other connected counselors will be available to educate attendees on this vital issue and to answer questions. A panel discussion will occur immediately following the theatrical piece consisting of court advocates, counselors trained to handle domestic violence issues, the writer/director of “Him,” and the actors. Participants will walk away with an awareness of this very vital and deadly issue. Those attending the session will be educated as to how to appropriately and successfully handle a family member, co-worker, or friend who is caught in the deadly web of domestic abuse. A creative network of voices will expose the secret held by abusers, while empowering the victims in our community who suffer silently.

What’s Colonialism Gotta Do With It?: Integrating Anti-Colonial Analysis in Media Trainings
Hands-On Session
How-to workshops and trainings Track
Maginnes 260
SHARMEEN KHAN, NO ONE IS ILLEGAL, TORONTO, ORGANIZER

How to media activists integrate an anti-colonial analysis in their work? This session will look at examples and stories of anti-colonial analysis in media. Participants will to discuss how to keep anti-colonial analysis present without using rhetoric or jargon in their work.

Youth and Social Media: Strategizing Change
Hands-On Session
Digital Futures: Kids & Youth Track
Maginnes 113
KATHERINE SALAS, BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
DIANA SANCHEZ MARCELO, BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE, UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
NORA MCCOOK, BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF WRITING

What strategies can youth develop to become media-literate and engaged citizens through social media? Our session explores how aware the youth of this generation are. In this session we will be doing interactive activities and engaging with the audience on ways to benefit from social media but also how to prevent from heavily relying on it to be informed. Activities include using phones to search a recent event on social media, reflecting on these results and on a survey we conducted of college students, assessing credible social media posts, and proposing changes for social media practices today. We hope that participants leave the session seeing a different aspect of social media when they log back on and encouraged to be more involved and informed with real-world situations going on right now.
KEYNOTE PANEL

Storytelling and Media Organizing for Social Justice

Saturday, April 21, 7:15-9:15pm
Broughal Middle School
Brodhead & Morton, Bethlehem, PA

Sujatha Fernandes
Professor of Sociology, University of Sydney
& author of many books including her most recent: “Curated Stories: The Uses and Misuses of Storytelling.”

Juan D. González
Award-winning broadcast journalist and investigative reporter, co-host of Democracy Now!, author of “Harvest of Empire: A History of Latinos in America,” and a founder of the National Association of Hispanic Journalists.

Suzanne Snider
Writer, documentarian, and educator whose work is deeply influenced by oral history theory and practice, founder of the Oral History Summer School, a cross-disciplinary school in upstate New York with a mobile classroom.